Most document clustering algorithms operate in a high dimensional bag-of-words space. The inherent presence of noise in such representation obviously degrades the performance of most of these approaches. In this paper we investigate an unsupervised dimensionality reduction technique for document clustering. This technique is based upon the assumption that terms co-occurring in the same context with the same frequencies are semantically related. On the basis of this assumption we first find term clusters using a classification version of the EM algorithm. Documents are then represented in the space of these term clusters and a multinomial mixture model (MM) is used to build document clusters. We empirically show on four document collections, Reuters-21578, Reuters RCV2-French, 20Newsgroups and WebKB, that this new text representation noticeably increases the performance of the MM model. By relating the proposed approach to the Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) model we further propose an extension of the latter in which an extra latent variable allows the model to co-cluster documents and terms simultaneously. We show on these four datasets that the proposed extended version of the PLSA model produces statistically significant improvements with respect to two clustering measures over all variants of the original PLSA and the MM models.
Introduction
With the ever-increasing volume of on-line textual information, an efficient partitioning of documents into clusters can constitute a real saving in terms of efficiency for various information retrieval or enterprise portal applications. Document clusters can for example, help users to quickly evaluate classical search engines results, or navigate through huge document collections [6] . They can also be useful in distributed search [24] or in extractive text summarization where topically related documents facilitate the search of relevant text-spans to be extracted for the summary [1, 15] .
Most existing text clustering approaches rely on the bag-of-words representation [6] . Using words as features, each document is represented in a high dimensional vocabulary space as a vector of (normalized) word frequency counts [20] . The sparsity (most documents contain less than 5% of the vocabulary terms [10] ) and the noise (text data extracted from internet pages, chat logs or e-mails may often contain spelling errors and abbreviations [14] ) in this representation indeed affect the final clustering performance.
These difficulties have motivated the development of dimensionality reduction techniques as a pre-processing step to determine a more compact and relevant document representation. Examples of such approaches are the singular value decomposition used in the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [7] or other matrix factorization approaches like random projections [3] or non-negative matrix factorization [16, 25] . Matrix factorization approaches have successfully been applied to the clustering of text data, including web access log pages [18] . Other approaches for dimensionality reduction of text data include probabilistic models and co-clustering approaches. The former include the popular Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis [13] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation [4] . Those two models have successfully been used for the task of topic discovery [13, 12] . Coclustering approaches aim at simultaneously clustering documents and words. Recent advances include formulations in the bipartite graph framework [9] and in the matrix factorization framework [2] . Non informative words can also be removed by simple heuristics based for example, on their document frequencies [21] . These unsupervised approaches though less efficient than supervised feature selection methods allow to find less noisy representation space than the initial bag-of-words space.
In this paper we propose two methods for unsupervised dimensionality reduction in the context of document clustering. Both approaches rely on the idea of replacing the usual BOW document representation by a condensed semantic representation in a concept space. Concepts (also referred as word topics in the following) are identified by a probabilistic model. The first technique makes the hypothesis that words occurring with the same frequencies in the same documents are semantically related. Based on this assumption words are first partitioned into word-topics. Each document collection is then represented in the bag-of-concepts space by a vector where each feature corresponds to a word-topic representing the number of occurrences of words from that wordtopic in the document. Documents are then clustered in this concept space. We empirically show on Reuters-21578, Reuters RCV2-French, 20Newsgroups and WebKB document collections that the clustering performance of a multinomial mixture (MM) model in the concept space is significantly better than its clustering performance on the original vocabulary space. The second approach is an extension of the PLSA model (denoted by Ext-PLSA in the following) and it jointly performs topic identification and document clustering. In this case, we use two latent variables which respectively identify the word topics and the document clusters. This allows using PLSA for both multiple topic identification and clustering in a principled framework. Empirical results indicate that this extended version of the aspect model produces statistically significant improve-ments with respect to two clustering measures compared to the original PLSA and the MM models operating in the original and the induced concept spaces.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents different probabilistic models for dimensionality reduction and document clustering we propose and use in our experiments. We present experimental results in section 3 and summarize our contribution in section 4.
Models
This section presents four probabilistic frameworks for modeling the nature of documents in an unsupervised setting. Each framework defines a generative model for documents and encompasses different probabilistic assumptions for their generation. The first two models are state of the art and correspond to the multinomial mixture model (section 2.2) and the Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (section 2.3) [13] . We bridge the gap between these models by our first contribution which represents documents in a reduced word-topic space (section 2.4) and in section 2.5, we present our extension of the PLSA model.
Notations
We assume that the collection consists of a set of n unlabeled documents D = {d i } i∈{1,...,n} containing words from a vocabulary V = {w j } j∈{1,...,m} . Each word w ∈ V is represented by a vector of its occurrences in documents of the collection w =< n(d i , w) > i∈{1,...,n} , and each document d ∈ D is represented by the vector of word frequencies d =< n(d, w j ) > j∈{1,...,m} . We further assume that the collection contains K latent document clusters A = {α 1 , ..., α K } and L latent word topics (or concepts) B = {β 1 , .., β L }.
Multinomial Mixture
In this framework each document is assumed to be generated by a mixture model:
We further assume that there is an univocal correspondence between each document cluster α ∈ A and each mixture component. A document d is therefore generated by first selecting a mixture component according to the prior cluster probabilities p(α k | Θ) and then generating the document from the selected mixture component, with probability p( d | α k , Θ) (Figure 1 (a) ). We further assume that the word occurrences within each document are independent. This assumption corresponds to the Naive Bayes model in the supervised case and is referred to the Mixture of Multinomials in unsupervised learning [19] . In this case, the probability of a document d given cluster α k can be expressed as
Where, p jk is the probability of generating word w j in document cluster α k . The complete set of model parameters consists of multinomial parameters for the cluster priors p(α k ) and word generation probabilities p jk :
We estimate the parameters Λ by maximizing the complete data log-likelihood using the Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM) [8] . The algorithm can be sketched out as follows. The initial set of parameters Λ (0) is obtained randomly. We then iteratively estimate the probability that each mixture component α k ∈ A generates each document d ∈ D using the current parameters Λ (t) (E-step) and update the Multinomial mixture parameters Λ (t+1) by maximizing the complete data log-likelihood (M-step).
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
The PLSA model introduced by [13] is a probabilistic model which characterizes each word in a document as a sample from a mixture model, where mixture components are conditionally-independent multinomial distributions. This model associates an unobserved latent variable (called aspect or concept) β ∈ B to each observation corresponding to the occurrence of a word w ∈ V within a document d ∈ D. The underlying generation process of this aspect model is ( figure 1 (b) ):
− Choose a document d with probability p(d), − Choose a topic β according to p(β | d), − Generate a word w with probability p(w | β)
The generation of a word w within a document d can then be translated by the following joint probability model:
This model overcomes the simplifying assumption of the multinomial mixture model where all words are supposed to be generated from the same topic (equation 2). In PLSA, a topic is drawn independently from p(β | d) each time that a new word is generated in a document. This provides a much more natural way to handle unusual words or multi-topicality. The model parameters in this case are and they are obtained by maximizing the (log-)likelihood,
using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [8] . The iterative update rule consists of first computing posterior probabilities of latent variables using the current parameters ∆ (t) (E-step), and then to update ∆ (t+1) by maximizing the log-likelihood function (4) in the M-step.
Once the model parameters have been estimated, each vocabulary word w ∈ V can be assigned to a word topic β ∈ B following the Bayes rule:
In PLSA, latent word topics and document clusters are identical [11] . The probability of sampling from topic β given document d, p(β | d), is interpreted as the posterior cluster probability for document d. Clustering is performed using Bayes decision rule: When document clustering is performed with the PLSA model, the latent word topics play the role of the document clusters [11] . In this case, the probability of observing the topic β given the document d, p(β | d) is interpreted as the posterior probability of the document d and clustering is performed from the following Bayes decision rule
Concept learning
In this section, we present our first dimensionality reduction model which finds latent word topics, or concepts, by directly grouping words of the vocabulary. The inherent assumption which leads to this partitioning is that words occurring with the same frequencies in the same documents are semantically related. This assumption takes into account the presence of synonym terms in the context of a discourse. Once concepts are found, documents are then represented in the deduced concept space where clustering is performed. Formally, we assume that each word w ∈ V is generated by a mixture density:
Where, as previously noted, L is the number of latent topics to be found and Θ is the set of all model parameters (mixing rates and density parameters). We further suppose that each word belongs to exactly one word topic. This assumption can be formalized using a topic indicator vector C j = {C hj } h for each word w j ∈ V defined as:
Word clustering is then performed by searching the parameters Θ maximizing the complete data log-likelihood:
Here, the cluster indicator vectors C are estimated together with model parameters Θ. In our experiments, we assumed that words are independently generated by the mixture density (6) where each mixture component p( w|β) obeys a Naive Bayes model. Hence by denoting, for each document d i ∈ D and cluster β l ∈ B, the probability of generation of d i in β l as q il ; the complete set of model parameters consists of multinomial parameters of mixing components π l = p(β l ) and document generation probabilities q il :
From this assumption, the probability of a word w ∈ V given a latent topic β l can be expressed as
We used a classification version of the EM algorithm proposed by [5] to estimate the model parameters Θ. This algorithm is depicted on the right (Algorithm 1) and it may be sketched out as follows. The initial set of model Algorithm 1: The CEM algorithm for word clustering Input :
• A partition P (0) is randomly initialized and the conditional probabilities p(w | β = l, θ (0) l ) are estimated on the corresponding clusters.
• t ← 0 repeat • E-step: Estimate the posterior probabilities that each word w j in the vocabulary belongs to each of the partitions P (t) l :
• C-step: Assign to each word w j ∈ V the cluster P (t+1) k with the highest posterior probability E[C | w]. Let P (t+1) be the new partition.
• M-step: Update the parameter estimates Θ (t+1) by maximizing equation (7).
parameters Θ (0) are estimated on the basis of randomly obtained word partitions P (0) . Three steps are then repeated until the convergence of the complete data log-likelihood (7). In the E-step, a conditional expectation of each word w j ∈ V with respect to each of its associated cluster indicators C lj ; l ∈ {1, ..., L} is computed. As each C lj is a binary random variable, this conditional expectation is equal to the posterior probability of the word w j within the latent topic β l which can be estimated by the Bayes rule and the current model parameters Θ (t) . In the C-step, words are assigned to each cluster with the highest posterior probability estimated previously and new model parameters Θ (t+1) are estimated by maximizing the complete data log-likelihood. Lagrange multipliers are used to enforce l π l = 1 and ∀l, n i=1 q il = 1 constraints. In the M-step, the model parameters are updated as:
Finally, we obtain word clusters (or topics) which serve as a new feature space representation for each document in the collection, where each feature corresponds to a word cluster and represents the total number of occurrences of its words appearing in the document. From Eq. 8, it is clear that words occurring in the same documents with similar frequencies will have similar p( w | β l ) and therefore, using the Bayes decision rule, belong to the same word topic. Note also that combining Eq. (5) and the M-step equation for p(β|d) shows that PLSA also tends to assign words with similar co-occurrence patterns to the same topic/cluster.
An Extended version of PLSA
The problem of the aforementioned clustering in the concept space is that the clustering process passes through two mixture models and it may be altered from successive generative assumptions. In this section we propose an extension of the PLSA model in which document and word clustering are performed simultaneously in a single aspect model. In this case the underlying generation process is as follows:
-Pick a document d with probability p(d), -Choose a document cluster α with probability p(α|d), -Choose a word topic β with probability p(β) -Generate a word w with probability p(w|α, β) Figure 1 (c) depicts this process. Words are in this case generated not only by latent topics (as it is the case with the PLSA model) but also by document clusters. This assumption hence enables the generative model to capture the discourse on two different semantic levels: document clusters and word topics.
In this case the generation of a word w within a document d can be expressed by the following probability:
Following the maximum likelihood principle, the model parameters are hence,
and they are estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood function (4) using an EM-type algorithm [8] .
In the E-step, conditional probabilities of latent variables given documents and words are estimated from the current model parameters:
Algorithm 2: Extended version of PLSA Input :
• A document collection D,
• Random initial model parameters Φ (0) .
• t ← 0 repeat
• Re-estimate model parameters using multiplicative update rules (10-13)
In the M-step, new model parameters maximizing the expectation of the loglikelihood (4) are estimated:
This algorithm (Algorithm 2) is also an EM-like algorithm, and the iterative use of equations 10, 11, 12 and 13 corresponds to alternating the E-step and M-step. Convergence is therefore guaranteed to a local maximum of the likelihood.
Notice that the maximum likelihood estimate of parameter p(d) has an exact analytical expression (and does not need iterative estimation):
Once model parameters are obtained, each document d ∈ D is assigned to a cluster using the Bayes decision rule:
Experimental Setup
We conducted a number of experiments aimed at evaluating how the representation in the concept space can help to improve the clustering performance. The multinomial model was used both in its basic version (section 2.2) and for the concept learning method (section 2.4). PLSA was used both for direct document clustering and for finding concept spaces (word topics). In the following, these models are denoted by MM and PLSA when they perform clustering in the original vocabulary space. When clustering is performed in the concept space, we use the following notations. A first letter identifying the word topic algorithm (respectively C or P for CEM and PLSA) followed by the acronym of the clustering approach. Thus C-MM denotes document clustering with MM on the concept space induced by CEM, P-MM denotes document clustering with MM on the concept space induced by PLSA, C-PLSA is the document clustering with PLSA on the concept space of CEM and finally P-PLSA denotes two successive applications of PLSA, first for word topics identification and then for document clustering onto the induced concept space. In the light of these results we compare in the second part of our experiments the performance of the extended PLSA (Ext-PLSA) against all the previous clustering models as well as the Kmeans and LDA algorithms [4] and a NMF model obtained by minimizing the Frobenius norm. As KL-minimal NMF is essentially equivalent to PLSA [11], we do not include it in our comparison. Latent Semantic Indexing [7] is another popular matrix factorization method for the analysis of text data. But as NMF outperforms LSI for document clustering [25] , we do not include LSI in our comparison. In our experiments, we used standard labeled text classification corpora with the class labels representing an objective knowledge reflecting the datasets implicit structure. The following sections describe the corpora we used in our experiments as well as the accuracy measures we used to evaluate the performance of the proposed models.
Data sets
We conducted our experiments on Reuters-21578, Reuters RCV2-French, 20Newsgroups and WebKB datasets.
The Reuters-21578 1 collection contains Reuters news articles from 1987. We selected documents in the collection that are assigned to at least one class. Each document in the corpus can have multiple labels, but in practice more than 80% of articles are associated to a single topic. In addition, for multiply-labeled documents, only the first class from the <TOPIC> field was retained. We kept the documents associated with the 7 most frequent classes, which resulted in 4335 documents, each with a unique label.
The Reuters RCV2-French 2 (denoted by RCV2-French in the following) is the French part of the multilingual Reuters corpus which contains over 487, 000 Reuters News stories in thirteen languages. We focused on 6 relatively populous classes and for each class we sampled up to 5000 documents from RCV2. Documents belonging to more than one of our 6 classes were assigned the label of their smallest class ending to a monolingual case.
The 20Newsgroups 3 dataset is a collection of newsgroup postings from 20 different Usenet discussion forums. We deleted cross-posted and duplicate messages, and we regrouped the documents into one of the 5 following classes (alt., comp., sci., rec. talk.) which resulted in 16010 documents. We ignored in this case file headers and subject lines.
The WebKB 4 contains 8145 web pages gathered from computer science departments. The collection includes web pages of four departments divided into seven categories. In this paper, we used the 4 most populous ones all together containing 4196 pages. Our specific pre-processing for this collection consists in filtering the text by removing html tags. General preprocessing steps for these four collections consist in converting all words to lowercase, mapping digits to a single digit token and suppressing non alpha-numeric characters. We also used a stop-list to remove very frequent words and also filtered words occurring in less than 3 documents. These preprocessing lead to an initial vocabulary size of 6990, 34272, 38630 and 11170 words for respectively the Reuters-21578, RCV2-French, 20Newsgroups and WebKB data sets. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these four collections. Classes are shown in the decreasing order of their sizes in the respective collections.
We finally performed experiments over 10 random cross-validation splits of each initial collection while preserving the proportions between different classes in each subset. This setting avoids bias caused by the inherent structure of each collection. It helps reduce the effects of the random initializations made in the generative models we considered. The reported performance are averaged over these 10 randomly selected subsets.
Evaluation Criteria
In order to compare the performance of the algorithms, we used the microaveraged precision and recall [22] as well as the Normalized Mutual Information [23] . To estimate these measures we first assigned documents in the clusters to the majority class present in that cluster. From these assignments we hence estimate the performance measures as follows.
Micro-averaged Precision and Recall: For each class l in the collection, we first estimate its correctly and incorrectly assigned number of documents, respectively denoted by κ(l) and ϑ(l); as well as γ(l), the number of documents incorrectly not assigned to l. We then compute the precision and recall of the class l from the following:
.
The micro-averaged precision and recall are thus defined by:
By noticing that l κ(l) + γ(l) and l κ(l) + ϑ(l) are both equal to the total number of documents in a collection, we have in this case a perfect equality between the micro-averaged precision and recall. In our experiments we will refer to these terms by Average precision.
Normalized Mutual Information: The Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is a measure which estimates the quality of a clustering with respect to the true classes of a dataset [23] . It corresponds to the normalized mutual information between the cluster assignments of instances and their underlying class labels and is given from the following expression:
where n is the total number of documents, c the number of classes (or clusters), n h and n l are the number of documents in respectively cluster h and class l, and n h,l is the common number of documents in both cluster h and class l. As previously the range of NMI values is within [0, 1] and it tends to 1 for increasingly better cluster qualities.
Experimental Results
We begin our experiments by first examining the effect of changing the document representation from the initial vocabulary space into the new learned concept space (induced by the CEM algorithm). We analyze this effect on the final clustering results of the multinomial mixture model. The two clustering schemes involved here are the multinomial mixture model operating in the vocabulary space (MM) and in the concept space (C-MM). We recall that documents are represented in the latter space by a vector where each component corresponds to a word topic and represents the total number of words from this topic occurring in the document.
The number of document clusters is fixed to the original number of class labels of each dataset, we have then varied the number of word topics from 10 to 100. Table 3 , shows the precision, recall and Average precision performance over the four Reuters-21578, RCV2-French, 20Newsgroups and WebKB databases. In these experiments, the number of word topics on each collection was fixed to the number which provided the best clustering results of the MM model in the concept space. This corresponds to |B| = 10 on the Reuters-21578, RCV2-French and 20Newsgroups datasets and |B| = 20 on the WebKB collection. The table 2 illustrates the ability of CEM to identify word topics on the 20Newsgroups and WebKB datasets. It should be noticed that the value of |B| influences the generality level of the resulting word topics. When |B| is small, the word topics are constrained to be quite general. A high value will allow more detailed and specialized words topics. Hence the optimal |B| values for Reuters-21578, RCV2-French, 20Newsgroups and WebKB correspond to rather general word topics. There are two explanations for this observed tendancy for fewer word topics. First, if there are lots of specialized word topics, then two documents dealing with the same topics may appear dissimilar in the induced concept space. This phenomenon degrades the clustering quality. Second, a high number of word topics implies a higher number of parameters to be learnt. Hence the learning task is more dif-ficult, resulting in poor clustering performance. As a consequence, the optimal number of word topics |B| tends to be small in our experiments.
The figures 2 and 3 show the evolution of performance of the MM and PLSA algorithms for a varying number of word topics (induced by the CEM and the PLSA models).
In the tables, the symbol ↓ indicates that performance is significantly worse than the best result, according to a Wilcoxon rank sum test used at a p-value threshold of 0.01 [17] . On these four collections and for about all classes, the precision, recall, and the Average precision of C-MM are significantly better than the MM algorithm. We notice here that in the case where classes are unbalanced (especially on Reuters-21578, 20Newsgroups and WebKB), small classes are absorbed by larger ones. This phenomenon is however attenuated when clustering is performed in the concept space, the class trade in Reuters-21578 becomes even visible. These results suggest that the independence hypothesis of the MM model between document vector components is more likely to be true when documents are represented in a concept space. Indeed, it is more reasonable to assume that the discourse of a document consists of independent word topics, than assuming that vocabulary words occurring in a document be independent from one another. Figure 2 shows the document clustering performance, on the four datasets, of the MM algorithm operating in the bag-of-words space and in the concept spaces induced by the CEM and PLSA algorithms, for varying numbers of word concepts (L = |B|). The figure also depicts the performance of the PLSA model for document clustering. We recall that in this case, latent topics in PLSA correspond to document partitions which are hence fixed to the number of class labels on each data set. In our experiments, the size of the concept space for Reuters-21578 is limited to 70 since we obtained empty partitions for higher values with the CEM algorithm on this collection.
The first observation is that in the original bag-of-words space, PLSA outperforms the MM model over all four datasets. The gap in performance between these two models are the largest on the WebKB collection reaching 17% and 14% for respectively the NMI and average precision measures. These results confirm the effectiveness of the document generation assumption made by the PLSA model and discussed in section 2.3. The MM model becomes however, more competitive in different concept spaces induced by the CEM and the PLSA algorithms (i.e. C-MM and P-MM). The latter two have significantly better results than the MM model performing in the initial bag-of-words space, for concept spaces with various sizes. These observations confirm our findings made previously, that the independence assumption made by the MM model is more accurate on a space where each direction corresponds to a group of similar words. We also notice that both C-MM and P-MM models achieve results comparable to PLSA in terms of NMI and Average Precision. Moreover, the C-MM model performs uniformly better than the P-MM model on the four collections, in both NMI and Average precision.
As the underlying assumption of the MM model is that each dimension axes are mutually independent, from the clustering results of C-MM and P-MM it becomes apparent that the CEM algorithm groups dependent terms more efficiently than PLSA. These results suggest that the simple assumption of CEM (section 2.4) is in better agreement with the assumption used by both PLSA and CEM to assign words to topics which, we recall, is: words co-occurring with the same frequency in the same documents are similar.
The performance curves of the PLSA model operating in the original bag-ofwords space and in the concept space induced by the CEM algorithm (C-PLSA) as well as its extension Ext-PLSA introduced in section 2.5 are shown in Figure  3 .
On the Reuters-21578 and 20Newsgroups datasets, Ext-PLSA outperforms PLSA on average precision for any number of concepts. The best performances of Ext-PLSA are obtained for 25 concepts on Reuters-21578 and 20 concepts on 20Newsgroups, and correspond to improvements of respectively 6% and 8% in average precision over PLSA. The NMI curves of Ext-PLSA on Reuters-21578, RCV2-French, 20Newsgroups and WebKB are very similar to the corresponding average precision curves. On the WebKB collection, the performance of the Ext-PLSA model is better than that of the PLSA model on both measures (except when the number of concepts is equal to 10).
We further notice that C-PLSA shows performances similar to Ext-PLSA on Reuters-21578 and WebKB. On the 20Newsgroups dataset, C-PLSA is consistently outperformed by Ext-PLSA for any number of concepts. On the other hand, the Ext-PLSA model captures the cluster structure of the document collection and the topics or concepts. The joint clustering of Ext-PLSA reduces the bias that might result from the two successive clusterings performed in the first model described in section 2.4.
Finally we notice that there is a big gap between the performance of PLSA and NMF using the Frobenius norm especially on RCV2-French, 20Newsgroups and WebKB where initial dimension sizes are higher than the one of the Reuters-21578 collection. This difference might be due to the use of the quadratic norm which is not relevant in high dimensional spaces. This is consistent with the results of the Kmeans algorithm in which we used the Euclidean norm.
In table 5 , we present a comparison of all the different algorithms operating in the initial bag-of-words space and in the different concept spaces. The number of concepts was fixed to the one for which each respective model obtained its best results in terms of Average precision. We compared clustering performance on the 10 subsets of the four data collections. The best Ext-PLSA model here is significantly better than almost all other models except the C-MM model which behaves nearly the same. Note also that the clustering performance of MM and PLSA in the concept space induced by the CEM algorithm is considerably increased. This is especially true on the NMI measure, where, on the WebKB corpus, the performance of C-MM is three times higher than for MM. Table 4 shows the complexity and the average execution time of different algorithms on 3.16GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor with 4G RAM. Comparatively, the proposed Ext-PLSA approach takes the same time in execution than LDA and NMF but it is more efficient than the two latter on all datasets. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the problem of document clustering in a reduced concept space. Our first contribution sought to find this space by partitioning vocabulary words according to the hypothesis that words co-occurring in the same context with the same frequency are topically related. Experiments on four datasets have shown that the performance of a baseline MM model is significantly improved when it operates in the induced concept space. We further proposed an extended version of the PLSA model which learns jointly the word topics and the document clusters. Experiments conducted on the Reuters-21578, RCV2-French, 20Newsgroups and WebKB datasets have shown that the proposed Ext-PLSA performs significantly better than the original PLSA model. Compared to the C-MM which partitions documents in the concept space induced by CEM, the join clustering of documents and words performed by Ext-PLSA presents the advantage to reduce the bias of the successive clustering steps done previously.
